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Overview

• Part 1: Basics in NLP
üIntroduction to NLP (10 mins)
üDifferent NLP tasks (10 mins)
üWord2vec (25 mins)
üPretrained LLMs (15 mins) 
üIn-context learning (15 mins) 

• Part 2: Advanced topics in NLP 
qParameter efficient fine-tuning for NLP models (40 mins)
qLearning from human feedback (40 mins)



From fine-tuning to parameter-efficient fine-tuning (PEFT)
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Full Fine-tuning
Update all model 

parameters

Parameter-efficient Fine-tuning
Update a small subset of model 

parameters

Why fine-tuning only some 
parameters?

1. Fine-tuning all parameters is 
impractical with large models

2. State-of-the-art models are 
massively over-
parameterized
→ Parameter-efficient fine-
tuning matches performance 
of full fine-tuning



Why do we need efficient adaptation? 

1. Emphasis on accuracy over efficiency in 
current AI paradigm

2. Hidden environmental costs of training 
(and fine tuning) LLMs

3. As costs of training go up, AI 
development becomes concentrated in 
well-funded organizations, especially in 
industry

AI papers tend to target accuracy rather than efficiency. 
The figure shows the proportion of papers that target 
accuracy, efficiency, both or other from a sample of 60 
papers from top AI conferences (Green AI)

Slides credit to Benji Xie and Regina Wang

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.10597


Different perspectives to think about PEFT
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Parameter Input Function

Slides adapted from Ruder, Sebastian, Jonas Pfeiffer, and Ivan Vulić 
on their EMNLP 2022 Tutorial on "Modular and Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning for NLP Models”. For details, check out: 
https://www.modulardeeplearning.com/ 

https://www.modulardeeplearning.com/


A Parameter Perspective of Adaptation 
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1. Sparse Subnetworks

2. Low-rank Composition



Sparse subnetworks 
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● A common inductive bias on the module parameters is sparsity

● Most common sparsity method: pruning

● Pruning can be seen as applying a binary mask 𝐛 ∈ 0, 1 ! 	that selectively keeps or 
removes each connection in a model and produces a subnetwork.

● Most common pruning criterion: weight magnitude [Han et al., 2017]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1607.04381


Pruning
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• During pruning, a fraction of the lowest-magnitude weights are removed
• The non-pruned weights are re-trained
• Pruning for multiple iterations is more common (Frankle & Carbin, 2019)

Initial 
training

Pruning

Re-training

…
Pruning

Re-training

One-shot pruning

Iterative pruning

https://openreview.net/forum?id=rJl-b3RcF7


Pruning and Binary Mask
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• We can also view pruning as adding a task-specific vector 𝜙	to the parameters of an 
existing model 𝑓!

" = 𝑓!#$	where 𝜙% = 0	if 𝑏% = 0

• If the final model should be sparse, we can multiply the existing weights with the binary 
mask to set the pruned weights to 0: 𝑓!" = 𝑓!∘𝒃#$. These weight values were moving to 
0 anyway  [Zhou et al., 2019]

  

• Diff pruning: we can perform pruning only based on the magnitude of the module 
parameters 𝜙 rather than the updated 𝜃 + 𝜙 parameters [Guo et al., 2021]

Element-wise product (Hadamard product) 

https://proceedings.neurips.cc/paper/2019/file/1113d7a76ffceca1bb350bfe145467c6-Paper.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/2021.acl-long.378/


The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis
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● Dense, randomly-initialized models contain subnetworks (“winning tickets”) that—
when trained in isolation—reach test accuracy comparable to the original network in a 
similar number of iterations [Frankle & Carbin, 2019]

● Has also been verified in RL and NLP [Yu et al., 2020] and for larger models in computer 
vision [Frankle et al., 2020]

● Prior work [Chen et al., 2020; Prasanna et al., 2020] has found winning tickets in pre-
trained models such as BERT

● Sparsity ratios: from 40% (SQuAD) to 90% (QQP and WNLI)
● Subnetworks trained on a general task such as masked language modelling transfer best

https://openreview.net/forum?id=rJl-b3RcF7
https://openreview.net/forum?id=S1xnXRVFwH
https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.05671
https://proceedings.neurips.cc/paper/2020/file/b6af2c9703f203a2794be03d443af2e3-Paper.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/2020.emnlp-main.259/


A Parameter Perspective of Adaptation 
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ü Sparse Subnetworks

• Low-rank Composition



Revisit the full fine-tuning
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• Assume we have a pre-trained autoregressive language model 𝑃$(𝑦|𝑥)
• E.g., GPT based on Transformer

• Adapt this pretrained model to downstream tasks (e.g., summarization, NL2SQL, 
reading comprehension)
• Training dataset of context-target pairs 𝑥%, 𝑦% %(),…,, 

• During full fine-tuning, we update 𝜙- to 𝜙- + Δ𝜙	by following the gradient to 
maximize the conditional language modeling objective 

max
$
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log(𝑃$(𝑦2|𝑥, 𝑦42))



LoRA: low rank adaptation (Hu et al., 2021) 
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• For each downstream task, we learn a different set of parameters Δ𝜙 
• |Δ𝜙|	= |𝜙-|
• GPT-3 has a | 𝜙-| of 175 billion
• Expensive and challenging for storing and deploying many independent instances

• Key idea: encode the task-specific parameter increment Δ𝜙 = Δ𝜙(Θ) by a smaller-
sized set of parameters Θ, Θ ≪ |𝜙-|

• The task of finding Δ𝜙	becomes optimizing over Θ

max
5

7
(/,0)

7
2()

|0|
log(𝑃$!#6$(5)	(𝑦2|𝑥, 𝑦42))

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.09685


Low-rank-parameterized update matrices 
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• 𝑊8 ∈ 	ℝ9×;: a pretrained weight matrix 

• Constrain its update with a low-rank 
decomposition: 
 	𝑊8 + Δ𝑊 = 𝑊8 + 𝐵𝐴
 where 𝐵 ∈ 	ℝ9×<, 𝐴	 ∈ 	ℝ<×;, 𝑟	 ≪ min(𝑑, 𝑘)

• Only A and B contain trainable parameters



Low-rank-parameterized update matrices 
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• As one increase the number of trainable 
parameters, training LoRA converges to training 
the original model

• No additional inference latency: when switching 
to a different task, recover 𝑊8 by subtracting 𝐵𝐴 
and adding a different 𝐵"𝐴"

• Often LoRA is applied to the weight matrices in 
the self-attention module 

 



Applying LoRA to Transformer 

GPT-2 medium (M) and large (L) with different adaptation methods on the E2E NLG Challenge. For all metrics, 
higher is better. LoRA outperforms several baselines with comparable or fewer trainable parameters

Hu, Edward J., Yelong Shen, Phillip Wallis, Zeyuan Allen-Zhu, Yuanzhi Li, Shean Wang, Lu Wang, and Weizhu Chen. 
"Lora: Low-rank adaptation of large language models." arXiv preprint arXiv:2106.09685 (2021).



Scaling up to GPT-3 175B
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LoRA matches or 
exceeds the fine-
tuning baseline on 
all three datasets

LoRA exhibits better 
scalability and task 
performance.



Understanding low-rank adaptation 
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From LoRA to QLoRA
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• QLORA improves over LoRA by 
quantizing the transformer model to 4-
bit precision and using paged 
optimizer to handle memory spikes

• 4-bit NormalFloat (NF4)
• A new data type that is information 

theoretically optimal for normally 
distributed weights

Dettmers, Tim, Artidoro Pagnoni, Ari Holtzman, and Luke Zettlemoyer. "Qlora: Efficient finetuning of quantized llms." arXiv preprint arXiv:2305.14314 (2023).

https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.14314


An input perspective of adaptation: Prefix-Tuning

20 [Li and Liang, 2021; Lester et al., 2021]

(Transformer, LSTM, ++ )

J/L

… the movie was … 
Learnable prefix 
parameters

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.00190
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08691


Prefix-Tuning, Prompt tuning
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• Prefix-Tuning adds a prefix of 
parameters, and freezes all 
pretrained parameters.

• The prefix is processed by the 
model just like real words 
would be.

• Advantage: each element of a 
batch at inference could run a 
different tuned model.

Li, Xiang Lisa, and Percy Liang. "Prefix-tuning: Optimizing continuous prompts for generation." 
arXiv preprint arXiv:2101.00190 (2021).



Prompt tuning only works well at scale
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• Only using trainable 
parameters at the input 
layer limits capacity for 
adaptation 

• Prompt tuning performs 
poorly at smaller model 
sizes and on harder tasks 

Lester, Brian, Rami Al-Rfou, and Noah Constant. "The power of scale for parameter-efficient prompt tuning." arXiv preprint arXiv:2104.08691 (2021).



A functional perspective of adaptation 
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• Function composition augments a model’s functions 
with new task-specific functions: 

• Most commonly used in multi-task learning where 
modules of different tasks are composed. Function 

Composition



Adapter (Houlsby et al. 2019) 
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• Insert a new function f$	between layers of a pre-
trained model to adapt to a downstream task --- 
known as “adapters”

• An adapter in a Transformer layer consists of:

• A feed-forward down-projection 𝑊= ∈ 𝑅;×9

• A feed-forward up-projection 𝑊> ∈ 𝑅9×;

• 𝑓! 𝒙 = 𝑊"(𝜎 𝑊#𝒙 )	
Feedforward 

down-projection

Nonlinearity

Feedforward 
up-projection

+

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1902.00751.pdf
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● The adapter is 
usually placed after 
the multi-head 
attention and/or 
after the feed-
forward layer

● Most approaches 
have used this 
bottleneck design 
with linear layers

Adapter (Houlsby et al. 2019) 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1902.00751.pdf


Trade-off btw accuracy and # of trained task specific parameters
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Houlsby, Neil, Andrei Giurgiu, Stanislaw Jastrzebski, Bruna Morrone, Quentin De Laroussilhe, Andrea Gesmundo, Mona Attariyan, and Sylvain Gelly. 
"Parameter-efficient transfer learning for NLP." In International Conference on Machine Learning, pp. 2790-2799. PMLR, 2019.

The curves show the 20th, 50th, and 80th
performance percentiles across nine tasks
from the GLUE benchmark.

Adapter based tuning attains a 
similar performance to full 
finetuning with two orders of 
magnitude fewer trained
parameters



Using Adapters for Dialect Adaptation 
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Conversational Question Answering

Standard American English

Chicano English

Appalachian English

African American English

Indian English

Singapore English

81.8

81.5

79.1

76.6

76.1

68.8

Caleb Ziems, William Held, Jingfeng Yang, Jwala Dhamala, Rahul Gupta and Diyi Yang.  "Multi-VALUE: A Framework for Cross-Dialectal English NLP." ACL 2023.



Using Adapters for Dialect Adaptation 
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LLMs
e.g., trained on Standard 

American English 

Indian English

Singapore English

Chicano English

…

…

Low-resourced 
languages

PEFT



Efficient Adaptation of LLMs to Low-Resourced Dialects

Standard American 
English

Appalachian 
English

African American 
English

Indian 
English

Singapore 
English

Chicano English

Yanchen Liu, William Held, and Diyi Yang. 2023. DADA: Dialect Adaptation via Dynamic Aggregation of Linguistic Rules. EMNLP 2023

Using Adapters for Dialect Adaptation 

William Held, Caleb Ziems, and Diyi Yang. 2023. TADA : Task Agnostic Dialect Adapters for English.  ACL 2023



Parameter Generation
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• So far, modules for different tasks have 
been optimized separately

• Modules may benefit from sharing an 
underlying structure like in multi-task 
learning setting

We can use a small neural network --- a hyper-
network --- to generate the module 
parameters instead (Ha et al., 2017) 

• Hyper-networks are most effective when 
generating modules based on relevant 
metadata

https://openreview.net/forum?id=rkpACe1lx


HyperNetwork
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● Hyper-networks have been used to 
generate a diverse set of module 
parameters :
○ classifier heads [Ponti et al., 2021];
○ continuous prompts [He et al., 2022];
○ adapter layers [Üstün et al., 2020; Ansell 

et al., 2021; Mahabadi et al., 2021]

• Conditioned on
• Task embeddings
• Language embeddings
• Layer ID to make the hyper-network more efficient Hyper-X [Üstün et al., 2022] conditions on task, 

language, and layer id to generate adapter parameters

https://aclanthology.org/2021.tacl-1.25/
https://proceedings.mlr.press/v162/he22f/he22f.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/2020.emnlp-main.180/
https://aclanthology.org/2021.findings-emnlp.410/
https://aclanthology.org/2021.findings-emnlp.410/
https://aclanthology.org/2021.acl-long.47/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.12148


Performance Comparison
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Prompt tuning 
underperforms 
the other 
methods due 
to limited 
capacity

Adapter 
achieves better 
performance 
but add more 
parameters



Parameter-Efficient Fine-tuning Design Spaces

Chen, Jiaao, Aston Zhang, Xingjian Shi, Mu Li, Alex Smola, and Diyi Yang. "Parameter-efficient fine-tuning design spaces." ICLR 2023



Overview

• Part 1: Basics in NLP
üIntroduction to NLP (10 mins)
üDifferent NLP tasks (10 mins)
üWord2vec (25 mins)
üPretrained LLMs (15 mins) 
üIn-context learning (15 mins) 

• Part 2: Advanced topics in NLP 
üParameter efficient fine-tuning for NLP models (40 mins)
qLearning from human feedback (40 mins)



Learning from human feedback
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• Different type of human feedback

• Learning from human feedback
• Dataset updates (weak supervision, data augmentation)
• Loss function updates (unlikelihood learning)
• Parameter space updates (parameter efficient fine-tuning, model editing)

• Learning from bad human feedback
• Learning from multiple levels of human/AI feedback
• Limitations of human feedback 



User interactions with LLMs
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Interaction: Different Types of Human Feedback

• Labeled data points

• Edit data points

• Change data weights

• Binary/scaled user feedback

• Natural language feedback

• Code language feedback

• Define, add, remove feature spaces

• Directly change the objective function

• Directly change the model parameter 

• …



Learning from Interactions and Feedback
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Transform nontechnical human 
“preferences” into usable model 
“language”

• Allow humans to easily 
provide feedback

• Build models to effectively 
take the feedback

Valerie Chen et al., "Perspectives on incorporating expert feedback into model updates. Pattern 2023



Incorporating Human Feedback: Taxonomy
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• Dataset updates: change the dataset

• Loss function updates: add a constraint to the objective

• Parameter space updates: change the model parameters



Learning from interaction: dataset updates
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• Data augmentation
• Weak supervision
• Active learning
• Model-assisted adversarial labeling



Datasets Updates: Active Learning to update data

Proactively select which data points we want to use to learn from, rather than passively 
accepting all data points available.



Dataset Updates: Many data augmentation methods …
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● Token-level augmentation:
○ Synonym replacement (Yang et al. 2015, Zhang et al. 2015, Miao et al. 2020)

○ Random insertion, deletion, swapping (Xie et al. 2019, Wei and Zou 2019)

○ Word replacement via LM (Wu et al. 2019, Zhu et al. 2019)

● Sentence-level augmentation:
○ Paraphrasing (Xie et al. 2019, Chen et al. 2020)

○ Conditional generation (Zhang and Bansal 2019, Yang et al. 2020)

● Adversarial augmentation:
○ Whitebox methods (Miyato et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020d)

○ Blackbox methods (Ren et al. 2019; Garg and Ramakrishnan, 2020)

● Hidden space augmentation:
○ Mixup (Zhang et al., 2019, Chen et al. 2020)



Learning from interaction: loss function updates
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• Unlikelihood learning
• Add regularization to specific model behavior
• Infer constraints from expert feedback 

• Penalize undesirable generations 
• (e.g. not following control, repeating previous context)

Welleck, Sean, et al. "Neural text generation with unlikelihood training." ICLR (2019).



Loss Function Updates: Infer Constraints from Expert Feedback

Use counterfactual or contrasting 
examples to improve 

generalization via an auxiliary 
training objective 

Teney, Damien, Ehsan Abbasnedjad, and Anton van den Hengel. "Learning what makes a difference from counterfactual examples and gradient supervision." ECCV 2020:



Learning from interaction: parameter updates
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• Model editing

• Concept bottleneck model

• Parameter efficient fine-tuning (adapter, prefix)

• Reinforcement learning from human feedback

• Learning from “diff” or corrections



Model Editing uses a single desired input-output pair to make fast, local edits 
to a pre-trained model

47
Mitchell, Eric, Charles Lin, Antoine Bosselut, Chelsea Finn, and Christopher D. Manning. "Fast model editing at scale." arXiv preprint arXiv:2110.11309 (2021).

Transform the gradient obtained by SFT using a low-rank decomposition of the gradient to make 
the parameterization of this transformation tractable. 



Parameter updates: Concept Bottleneck Model trains model to explicitly use 
human-provided concepts

Koh, Pang Wei, et al. "Concept bottleneck models." International Conference on Machine Learning. PMLR, 2020.



Parameter updates: Parameter Efficient Fine-tuning uses small interaction data 
to steer models towards desired behaviors

49



Incorporating Human Feedback: Taxonomy
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• Dataset updates: change the dataset

• Loss function updates: add a constraint to the objective

• Parameter space updates: change the model parameters



Incorporating different levels of feedback
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• Incorporate different levels of human feedback via RL

• Local Feedback
• Highlighted words or phrases
• Speaker's intents
• Identifiable events/topics

• Global Feedback
• Judgement towards the coherence, coverage, overall quality…

Chen, Jiaao, Mohan Dodda, and Diyi Yang. "Human-in-the-loop Abstractive Dialogue Summarization." arXiv preprint arXiv:2212.09750 (2022).



Incorporating different levels of feedback
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(1) Collecting two levels of 
human feedback

(2) Learning and designing 
reward models from two levels 
of human feedback

(3) Learning the summarization 
policy which could generate 
higher-quality summaries 



Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback



Constitutional AI: Harmlessness from AI feedback
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Bai, Yuntao, Saurav Kadavath, Sandipan Kundu, Amanda Askell, Jackson Kernion, Andy Jones, Anna Chen et al. "Constitutional ai: Harmlessness from ai feedback." arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2212.08073 (2022).



Constitutional AI: Harmlessness from AI feedback
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56Lee, Harrison, Samrat Phatale, Hassan Mansoor, Kellie Lu, Thomas Mesnard, Colton Bishop, Victor Carbune, and Abhinav Rastogi. "Rlaif: Scaling reinforcement learning from human feedback with ai feedback." arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2309.00267 (2023).

Scaling RL from Human Feedback with AI Feedback
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Scaling RL from Human Feedback with AI Feedback



Converting Feedback into Principles



Converting Feedback into Principles

Petridis, Savvas, Ben Wedin, James Wexler, Aaron Donsbach, Mahima Pushkarna, Nitesh Goyal, Carrie J. Cai, and Michael Terry. "ConstitutionMaker: Interactively Critiquing Large Language 
Models by Converting Feedback into Principles." arXiv preprint arXiv:2310.15428 (2023).



Limitations of human feedback

60

• Human preferences can be unreliable

• Reward hacking is a common problem in RL



Limitations of human feedback
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• Human preferences can be unreliable

• Reward hacking is a common problem in RL

• Chatbots may be rewarded to produce responses that seem authoritative, long, and 
helpful, regardless of truth

• Who are providing these feedbacks to LLMs

• Whose values get aligned or represented



Unintended Impact of LLM Alignment on Global Representation 
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• Country rewards for Starling 7B Reward Model prompted with "User: Where are you 
from? Assistant: I am from {country}."

Ryan, Michael J., William Held, and Diyi Yang. "Unintended Impacts of LLM Alignment on Global Representation." arXiv preprint arXiv:2402.15018 (2024).



Unintended Impact of LLM Alignment on Global Representation 
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• Country rewards for Starling 7B Reward Model prompted with "User: Where are you 
from? Assistant: I am from {country}." Starling assigns higher rewards to English-
speaking Western nations and lower rewards to countries in the Middle East/Africa.

Ryan, Michael J., William Held, and Diyi Yang. "Unintended Impacts of LLM Alignment on Global Representation." arXiv preprint arXiv:2402.15018 (2024).



Learning from human feedback
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• Different type of human feedback

• Learning from human feedback
• Dataset updates (weak supervision, data augmentation)
• Loss function updates (unlikelihood learning)
• Parameter space updates (parameter efficient fine-tuning, model editing)

• Learning from bad human feedback
• Learning from multiple levels of human/AI feedback
• Limitations of human feedback 



Overview

• Part 1: Basics in NLP
üIntroduction to NLP (10 mins)
üDifferent NLP tasks (10 mins)
üWord2vec (25 mins)
üPretrained LLMs (15 mins) 
üIn-context learning (15 mins) 

• Part 2: Advanced topics in NLP 
üParameter efficient fine-tuning for NLP models (40 mins)
üLearning from human feedback (40 mins)


